Migrating Existing MIT Employee-owned Slack Workspaces to the MIT Slack Enterprise Grid
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Overview

IS&T is working with Slack on developing a process to migrate existing workspaces owned by MIT employees to the MIT Slack Enterprise Grid. You will retain ownership and administration of your workspace and all of your data will be preserved. IS&T will assume your contractual obligation with Slack and you will have no costs going forward. Benefits of moving to the grid include:

- SSO integration with MIT Touchstone
- 1 TB of storage space per user (that’s across all workspaces)
- Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive, Webex, Zoom integration
- Unlimited, interconnected Slack workspaces to enable new collaboration opportunities
- A centralized user directory, so you can message any Slack user at MIT
- A directory of all open MIT workspaces
- Shared Channels across MIT workspaces, for announcements and more
- Ability to collaborate with non-MIT partners as Guests and/or Shared Channels
- 24/7 support with 4-hour first response time
- Costs covered under the MIT Enterprise License
- IS&T Service Desk Support

For more information, see Slack’s What is Slack Enterprise Grid?

Migration Considerations

Members of the MIT Enterprise Grid must use their MIT email address to login with Touchstone Authentication system. Currently some sites use an external email address like Gmail or Yahoo. This needs to be addressed for owners before those workspaces can be migrated to the MIT Enterprise Grid so your login will work with MIT’s single sign-on Touchstone Authentication System.

For more information, see Slack's documentation Migrating Workspaces to the Enterprise Grid.

Migration FAQs

- How has IS&T identified workspaces for migration? The Slack workspaces identified for migration are determined by owners with MIT email addresses. All owners of such workspaces should have received an email message from IS&T about migration.
- When will migration happen? IS&T is actively working with Slack to devlop a migration schedule. Owners of workspaces to be migrated will be contacted once a timeline is determined.
- Will all my data be retained after migration? All messages and files will be migrated to the MIT Enterprise Grid and access to them will not change. No data will be deleted except as it routinely would be per administrative data retention and deletion policies.
- How will the migration affect my account preferences? Notifications: Your notification preferences will be reset. Update your workspace and channel notification preferences after migration is complete. Profile: During the migration process, members' profile details - display name, photo, "what I do,” and phone number - are merged based on a matching email address. If you had previously logged into the MIT Slack Enterprise Grid, mit.slack.com, the user profile fields you set there will take precedence over migrated the migrated workspace(s). If more than one workspace was moved, profile details from the first workspace will be applied by default. You can update your profile after migrating.
- How will logins work for workspaces migrated to the MIT Enterprise Slack grid? MIT Kerberos ID (email) accounts will be using SSO (Single Sign-on Touchstone Authentication) for login to the Slack workspace. Guests will login using their username/password.
- My workspace has multiple owners. Will they continue to all be owners after my workspace is migrated? Yes, workspaces with
multiple owners will retain the same ownership configuration after migration.

- **Will my workspace maintain its current data retention/deletion policies after migration?** Yes, administrative settings and customizations will not change when your workspace is migrated to the MIT Enterprise Grid. However, some personalization by users like direct message retention times may revert to administrative set defaults.
- **Will my workspace bots and integrations be migrated with my workspace to the MIT Enterprise grid?** Yes.
- **I've granted guest access to my workspace for non-MIT users. Will they continue to have access? Will I be able to add more guests in the future as needed?** Yes, your guests will continue to have the access you granted them to your workspace and you will be able to grant access to additional guests once your workspace is part of the MIT Enterprise Grid.
- **Will I be able to continue to use existing shared channels with non-MIT workspaces and create new ones?** Yes.
- **If students graduate and their MIT Kerberos Account is deactivated, can they still access MIT Enterprise Grid workspaces?** Yes, a workspace administrator can update their email address and convert them to a Guest in the workspace.
- **Will IS&T access the content of my workspace?** No. IS&T will not be accessing the contents of Slack workspaces. IS&T will follow the Institute’s policy on Privacy.
  - Privacy and Disclosure of Personal Information
  - Privacy of Electronic Communications

**Have Questions or Still Need Help?**

- Slack Help Center
- IS&T Service Desk